Composting 101
Worksheet Pack
A range of worksheets to support the activity have been created.
Good Eco Choices Activity and Worksheets
Compost Cycle

Pupils cut out the
images and put them
in order to make the
cycle of composting.

Compost Cycles

Answer Sheet

Compost Ingredients

Pupils identify which
of the objects fall
into greens, browns
or reds.

Compost Food Web

Colouring Sheet

Match and Complete

Pupils match the
word to the deﬁnition
and then complete
the sentences.

Pupils cut out the
images and text to
complete the
compost cycle.

Answer Sheet

Answer Sheet

Compost Cycle
Cut out the pictures below and put them in the correct order to show
the compost cycle. You can then draw arrows to show how the
pictures make a loop which can start again.

Compost Cycle

Using the compost you have
made, you can grow more
vegetables.

You have made vegetable soup.
Now you have veggie peelings left
over.

After about 9 months, your
compost is ready to use..

Worms and other creatures
decompose the mixed greens and
browns.

You put the veg peelings in the
compost bin. Later you add some
paper and leaves, known as
browns.

To get air into the compost bin, it
is mixed with a garden fork.

Cut out the pictures and text below to complete compost cycle on the
next page. The green circle is the start. Two have been ﬁlled in to
help.

When it is ready, the compost can
be taken out of the bin.

Worms and other creatures
decompose the mixed greens and
browns.

When it is ready, the compost can
be taken out of the bin.

To get air into the compost bin, it
is mixed with a garden fork.

To get air into the compost bin, it
is mixed with a garden fork.

Worms and other creatures
decompose the mixed greens and
browns.

You have made vegetable soup.
Now you have veggie peelings left
over.

After about 9 months, your
compost is ready to use..

Using the compost you have
made, you can grow more
vegetables.

Compost Ingredients
Either
Circle the pictures with a green, brown or red circle
Or
Write the word ‘Green’ under the ingredients that are Greens and
‘Brown’ under the ingredients that are Browns and ‘Red’ under the
ingredients you should not put in a compost bin.

Compost Ingredients
Either
Circle the pictures with a green, brown or red circle
Or
Write the word ‘Green’ under the ingredients that are Greens and
‘Brown’ under the ingredients that are Browns and ‘Red’ under the
ingredients you should not put in a compost bin.
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Match and Complete
Match up the words to their meanings.
The process of
turning waste into
something new.

To decay or break
down.

A nutrient rich type
of soil.

Any material that
will rot and comes
from a plant.

Decompose

Organic matter

Recycling

Compost

Use the words above as a guide to help you ﬁnish these
sentences? The words might be used more than once.

1.

The tomato began to decompose after half a day in the sun.

2.

Organic matter includes things like the leaves off our tree
and apple cores.

3.

We planted our sunﬂower seeds in the compost
made.

4.

Recycling
resources.

we had

is a really good way to save the earth’s natural

5.

Composting
is very easy to do but it takes time for the
minibeasts to do their job.

6.

Plastic bags are not organic matter
in my compost bin.

. They can not be put

Match and Complete
Match up the words to their meanings.
The process of
turning waste into
something new.

To decay or break
down.

A nutrient rich type
of soil.

Any material that
will rot and comes
from a plant.

Decompose

Organic matter

Recycling

Compost

Use the words above as a guide to help you ﬁnish these
sentences? The words might be used more than once.

1.

The tomato began to decompose after half a day in the sun.

2.

Organic matter includes things like the leaves off our tree
and apple cores.

3.

We planted our sunﬂower seeds in the compost we had made.

4.

Recycling is a really good way to save the earth’s natural
resources.

5.

Composting is very easy to do but it takes time for the
minibeasts to do their job.

6.

Plastic bags are not organic matter. They can not be put in
my compost bin.

